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Abstract Motivated by practical applications in engineering, this article con-
siders the problem of approximating a set of data with a function that is
compatible with geometric programming (GP). Starting with well-established
methods for fitting max-affine functions, it is shown that improved fits can be
obtained using an extended function class based on the softmax of a set of affine
functions. The softmax is generalized in two steps, with the most expressive
function class using an implicit representation that allows fitting algorithms to
locally tune softness. Each of the proposed function classes is directly compat-
ible with the posynomial constraint forms in geometric programming. Max-
monomial fitting and posynomial fitting are shown to correspond to fitting
special cases of the proposed implicit softmax function class. The fitting prob-
lem is formulated as a nonlinear least squares regression, solved locally using
a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. Practical implementation considerations
are discussed. The article concludes with numerical examples from aerospace
engineering and electrical engineering.
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1 Introduction

This article presents methods for fitting functions that are compatible with
geometric programming (GP) to data. To provide context, it begins with an
overview of GP, followed by a motivation for fitting GP-compatible functions.

1.1 Overview of geometric programming

First introduced in 1967 by Duffin, Peterson, and Zener [10], a geometric pro-
gram (GP)1 is a specific type of constrained, nonlinear optimization problem
that becomes convex after a logarithmic change of variables. Despite signifi-
cant work on early applications in structural design, network flow, and optimal
control [3,25], reliable and efficient numerical methods for solving GPs were
not available until the 1990’s [21]. GP has recently undergone a resurgence as
researchers have discovered promising applications in statistics [5], digital cir-
cuit design [6], antenna optimization [2], communication systems [7], aircraft
design [13], and other engineering fields.

Modern GP solvers employ primal-dual interior point methods [19] and
are extremely fast. A typical sparse GP with tens of thousands of decision
variables and one million constraints can be solved on a desktop computer
in minutes [4]. Furthermore, these solvers do not require an initial guess and
converge to a global optimum, whenever a feasible solution exists.

These performance benefits are possible because geometric programs repre-
sent a restricted subset of nonlinear optimization problems. In particular, the
objective and constraints can only be composed of monomial and posynomial
functions.

Monomials In GP, a monomial is a function h(u) : Rn++ → R++ of the form

h(u) = c

n∏
j=1

u
aj
j , (1)

where c ∈ R++, u = (u1, . . . , un) ∈ Rn++, and a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Rn. Since the

exponents aj in (1) may be negative and non-integer, expressions like u1u
0.7
2
√
u3

u4
are monomials.

Posynomials Like monomials, posynomials are functions g(u) : Rn++ → R++.
A posynomial has the form

g(u) =
K∑
k=1

ck

n∏
j=1

u
ajk
j , (2)

1 The “GP” acronym is overloaded, referring both to geometric programs - the class of
optimization problem discussed in this article - and geometric programming - the practice
of using such programs to model and solve optimization problems.
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where ck ∈ R++, and ak = (a1k, . . . , ank) ∈ Rn. Thus, a posynomial is simply a
sum of monomial terms, and all monomials are also posynomials (with just one
term). The expression 0.23 +u2

1 + 0.1u1u
−0.8
2 is an example of a posynomial in

u = (u1, u2), whereas 2u1 − u1.5
2 is not a posynomial because negative leading

coefficients ck are not allowed.

1.1.1 Geometric programs in standard form

GPs are often written in the standard form

minimize g0(u)
subject to gi(u) ≤ 1, i = 1, . . . , ni, (3)

hi(u) = 1, i = 1, . . . , ne,

where each gi is a posynomial, and each hi is a monomial.
The expression GP-compatible is used in this article to refer to constraints

that can be written in the form of either the monomial or posynomial con-
straints of Problem (3).

1.1.2 Geometric programs in convex form

GPs are of special interest because they become convex optimization problems
under a logarithmic change of variables. In particular, the transformation

x = log u (4)

converts monomial equality constraints h(u) = 1 to the form

log h(ex) = atx + b = 0, (5)

where b = log c, and posynomial inequality constraints g(u) ≤ 1 to the form

log g(ex) = log
K∑
k=1

exp(atkx + bk) ≤ 0, (6)

where bk = log ck. By inspection, (5) is affine in x, and it is straightforward
to show that (6) is convex2 in x, since log-sum-exp functions are known to be
convex, and convexity is preserved under affine transformations [5]. Thus, (3)
is transformed into a convex optimization problem by the variable change (4).

Posynomials are one example of a log-log-convex function class. A function
f(u) : Rn++ → R++ is log-log-convex if and only if log f is a convex function
of log u, i.e. if and only if x 7→ log f(ex) is convex in x.

2 A function f : X → R is convex if its domain X is a convex set and the property
f(θx1 + (1− θ)x2) ≤ θf(x1) + (1− θ)f(x2) holds for all 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 and for all x1,x2 ∈ X .
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1.2 Motivation for fitting GP-compatible functions to data

Not all log-log-convex relationships can be expressed directly in monomial
or posynomial form. Examples include analytic expressions that are log-log-
convex but not posynomial, such as exp(u) or − log(1−u), and empirical data
sets or “black box” simulations that are well-approximated by log-log-convex
functions. Although one could conceivably develop solution techniques for a
more general class of log-log-convex functions, the existence of tested, reliable,
and numerically stable commercial and open-source GP solvers creates an
incentive to express or approximate relationships in the standard GP form (3).

1.3 Overview of GP-compatible fitting

In GP-compatible fitting, one is interested in modeling a set of data points

D = {(ui, wi) | i = 1 . . .m} ,

with monomial or posynomial constraints on a GP. The multivariate data set
D is the input to the fitting procedure and typically captures a relationship
between some variables in the GP. There are two restrictions on the input
data: 1) the data must be strictly positive because of the log transformation,
and 2) the data should be well-approximated by a log-log-convex function.

The fitting procedure can be summarized in three steps:

1. Apply the log transformation (xi, yi) = (log ui, logwi).
2. Fit a convex function f to the transformed data, such that yi ≈ f(xi).
3. Relax the equality y = f(x) into an inequality y ≥ f(x), corresponding to

a GP-compatible posynomial constraint g(u, w) ≤ 1.

In the last step, the set y = f(x) is replaced with the epigraph of f . This
relaxed epigraph formulation is traditional in optimization [5], and indeed
necessary to preserve the convex structure of the problem, but it requires care
on the part of the GP modeler. In particular, if it is desired that equality
between y and f(x) be achieved at the optimum, then this places restrictions
on the remainder of the GP. One sufficient, but not necessary, condition to
guarantee that g(u, w) = 1 holds at a global optimum is given in [4]:

– w (the dependent variable in the fitting) does not appear in any monomial
equality constraints.

– The GP objective and inequality constraint functions (other than the fitted
posynomial constraint) are all monotone increasing in w.

– The fitted posynomial g(u, w) is monotone decreasing in w (this condition
is satisfied for all function classes presented herein).

The output of the fitting procedure is a single multivariate GP-compatible
constraint3 g(u, w) ≤ 1. One can examine the corresponding fitted function,

3 It is also possible to achieve GP-compatible fits via multiple functions, resulting in a set
of constraints.
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g̃(u) = u 7→ {w | g(u, w) = 1}. An important subtlety is that g̃(u) need not be
a posynomial in order to be GP-compatible. A central theme of this work is
that more expressive function classes are possible by only requiring that the
epigraph of g̃(u) correspond to a posynomial constraint g(u, w) ≤ 1.

2 Current methods for fitting convex functions to data

To obtain GP-compatible function fits, we first address the problem of fitting
functions that are convex but not necessarily GP-compatible. Consider the
problem of fitting a multivariate function f(x) to a set of m data points,

{(xi, yi) ∈ Rn × R, i = 1 . . .m}.

With the restriction that f be convex, and choosing the sum of squared errors
as a loss function, the fitting problem is

minimize
f∈F

m∑
i=1

(f(xi)− yi)2 , (7)

where f is the function being fitted, and F is a set of convex functions. Clearly,
the sum of squared errors cannot be small if the data is not well-approximated
by any convex function.

As with any regression problem, the specific choice of function class F can
dramatically influence the quality of the resulting fit with respect to the chosen
loss function. One common choice is FKma, the set of max-affine functions with
K terms:

fma(x) = max
k=1...K

[bk + atkx] , (8)

where bk ∈ R and ak ∈ Rn are parameters. The total number of parameters
is np = K(n + 1). It is well known that the supremum over a set of affine
functions is a convex function, thus (8) is convex in x.

This choice is motivated by the fact that any closed convex function can be
expressed as the point-wise supremum over a (generally infinite) set of affine
functions [5]. That is, F∞ma can approximate any convex function to arbitrary
precision. Max-affine functions are also appealing from a practical perspec-
tive: they transform to monomial constraint sets (compatible with geometric
programming) under the variable change (4).

Methods for fitting max-affine functions are well established. In 2008, Mag-
nani and Boyd [17] proposed a least-squares partition algorithm that works
well in practice. They also discussed a more general bi-affine function parame-
terization. In 2010, Kim et al. [15] used a similar method to fit max-monomial
functions for circuit design. Hannah and Dunson [12] fit max-affine functions
using a statistically consistent adaptive partitioning approach that refines ac-
curacy for increasing K by generating candidate partition splits and selecting
splits greedily. They also describe an ensemble version of their method that
avoids instability in max-monomial fitting [11].
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Fig. 1 Influence of α on softmax-affine functions. Each of the softmax-affine functions
plotted above shares the same K = 4 affine terms (the thin dashed lines), but has a different
α. The solid curve corresponds to a max-affine function; the dotted curve corresponds to
a softmax-affine function with α = 1, and one can interpolate smoothly among these by
varying α. While this figure illustrates the situation in R1, the limiting cases extend to
arbitrary dimensions.

Although max-affine functions are a natural and popular choice, a large
number of affine terms K may be necessary to achieve a desired level of ac-
curacy. This article argues for choosing f from a more general class of convex
functions. Previous work on convex regression has improved fitting algorithms
and guaranteed important statistical properties like consistency, often for the
special case of max-affine functions. In contrast, the emphasis here is on the
mathematical structure of the functions being fitted – the choice of F .

3 Proposed convex function classes

This section introduces two convex function classes: the softmax-affine class,
FKsma, and the implicit softmax-affine class, FKisma. These can be thought of as
successive generalizations of FKma, a relationship discussed later in this section.

3.1 Softmax-affine functions

The proposed softmax-affine class FKsma consists of functions of the form

fsma(x) =
1
α

log
K∑
k=1

exp (α(bk + atkx)) . (9)

The addition of the scalar parameter α ∈ R++ brings the total number of
parameters to np = K(n+ 1) + 1. Since log-sum-exp functions are convex and
convexity is preserved under positive scaling and affine transformations [5],
SMA functions are guaranteed to be convex in x for any α > 0.
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Limiting behavior As depicted in Figure 1, one can view α as a smoothing
parameter that controls the sharpness of the softmax over the K affine planes.
In the limit of infinite sharpness,

lim
α→+∞

1
α

log
K∑
k=1

exp (α(bk + atkx)) = max
k=1...K

[bk + atkx] . (10)

According to Equation 10, softmax-affine functions become max-affine func-
tions in the limit α→ +∞. This limiting behavior implies that for a given data
set (X,Y ) and number of affine terms K, there always exist SMA functions
with at least as small a residual as the best possible max-affine fit.

3.2 Implicit softmax-affine functions

The proposed implicit softmax-affine class, FKisma, expresses the relationship
between x and y via the zero of an implicit function

f̃isma(x, y) = log
K∑
k=1

exp (αk(bk + atkx− y)) , (11)

where each αk ∈ R++.

Proposition 1 For all x, there exists a unique y such that f̃isma(x, y) = 0.

Proof For all x, y 7→ f̃isma(x, y) is a continuous monotone strictly decreasing
function of y, since increasing y decreases every term in the K-term sum.
Moreover, since every bk + atkx is finite and every αk > 0, there exists some
γ− such that f̃isma(x, γ−) > 0, and some γ+ such that f̃isma(x, γ+) < 0. Thus
by the intermediate value theorem the function has a unique zero crossing
between γ− and γ+.

Based on Proposition 1, fisma is defined such that for all x,

f̃isma(x, fisma(x)) = 0. (12)

That is, the predicted value ŷ = fisma(x) is the unique value ŷ such that
f̃isma(x, ŷ) = 0.

Proposition 2 The function x 7→ fisma(x) is convex.

Proof Consider any two points (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) that both solve f̃isma(x, y) =
0. By convexity of the log-sum-exp function and preservation of convexity un-
der affine mappings, f̃isma(θx1 +(1−θ)x2, θy1 +(1−θ)y2) ≤ 0 ∀θ ∈ [0, 1]. But
for some ŷ, f̃isma(θx1 +(1−θ)x2, ŷ) = 0. Since f̃isma is monotone decreasing in
y, ŷ ≤ θy1 + (1− θ)y2. Thus the function value ŷ at any weighted combination
of x points is less than or equal to a weighted combination of the y values –
exactly the definition of convexity.
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(a) Varying α1 (leftmost plane)
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(b) Varying α2

Fig. 2 Influence of individual softness parameters αk on ISMA functions. Each of the
functions above shares the same K = 4 affine terms (the thin dashed lines). Setting all of
the softness parameters αk to 1 results in the top curve in each figure. Varying just one of
the four softness parameters then gives intuition about its effect. This figure illustrates the
situation in R1, but the qualitative behavior extends to arbitrary dimensions.

ISMA functions have individual softness parameters αk > 0 for each of the
K affine terms, bringing the total number of parameters to np = K(n + 2).
Figure 2 illustrates the influence of these softness parameters, and Figure 3
shows how they can improve fitting performance.

Setting all the αk parameters to the same value α, one recovers the softmax-
affine function class.

f̃isma = log
K∑
k=1

exp (α(bk + atkx− y)) (13)

0 = log
K∑
k=1

exp (−αy) exp (α(bk + atkx)) (14)

y =
1
α

log
K∑
k=1

exp (α(bk + atkx)) = fsma (15)

This implies that the implicit softmax-affine class subsumes the softmax-
affine class, and therefore also the max-affine class. As a result, for a given
fitting problem and choice of K, there always exists some setting of the αk
parameters for which the ISMA class performs as well as or better than the
best fit from each of the other function classes.

Evaluating ISMA functions No explicit formula is available for evaluating
ISMA functions. Instead, Algorithm 1 gives a Newton-Raphson [26] method
for solving f̃isma(x, y) = 0. The breakdown y = s + t avoids numerical is-
sues associated with computing ratios and logarithms of large exponentials. In
practice, Algorithm 1 reliably converges to machine precision in approximately
5-10 Newton iterations.
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Fig. 3 This toy fitting problem illustrates how ISMA functions can significantly outperform
SMA (and therefore also MA) functions. All fits used K = 3 affine terms. Here the data are
samples of the convex function y = max

(
−6x− 6, 1

2
x, 1

5
x5 + 1

2
x
)
, which has a sharp kink

near x = −0.8, but gradual curvature elsewhere. The best fit is an ISMA function, which
can conform to the data by adjusting softness locally.

Algorithm 1 Evaluate y = fisma(x)
zk ← bk + atkx, k = 1 . . .K
s← maxk zk
t← 0
repeat
f ← log

∑K
k=1 exp (αk(zk − s− t))

J ← −
∑
k αk exp(αk(zk−s−t))∑
k exp(αk(zk−s−t))

t← t− f/J
until |f | < machine precision

return y = s+ t

4 Transformation to GP-compatible functions

Currently, a common approach to fit GP-compatible functions is to approxi-
mate y as a max-affine function of x, and convert the resulting affine functions
back to equivalent monomial constraints on the GP. Since GPs also admit
posynomial constraints, another approach is to directly fit w as a posynomial
function of u. This approach has been used by a number of authors [8,16,23].
Typically mixed results are reported, with max-monomial functions perform-
ing better on data with sharp kinks, and posynomial functions performing
better on smoother data [4,17]. As discussed shortly, one benefit of SMA and
ISMA functions is the unification of these two approaches.

4.1 GP interpretation of proposed convex function classes

Each of the convex function classes in this article has a parallel interpretation
as a GP-compatible function. This makes SMA and ISMA functions natural
choices for GP-compatible fitting.
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4.1.1 Max-affine functions as max-monomial functions

Recall that under the GP log transformation, monomial functions become
affine. Thus, a max-affine approximation for y,

ŷ = fma(x), (16)

corresponds exactly to a max-monomial approximation for w,

ŵ = max
k=1...K

[
ebk

n∏
i=1

uaiki

]
, (17)

whose epigraph is a GP-compatible set of K monomial inequality constraints
on (u, w),

ebk

w

n∏
i=1

uaiki ≤ 1, k = 1 . . .K. (18)

Because they can be fit using established max-affine methods, max-monomial
functions are currently a common choice for GP modeling [11,15].

4.1.2 SMA functions as posynomial functions

Consider the GP log transformation applied to (9). An approximation,

ŷ = fsma(x), (19)

corresponds to a posynomial approximation4 for wα,

wα =
K∑
k=1

eαbk
n∏
i=1

uαaiki , (20)

whose epigraph is a posynomial constraint,

1
wα

K∑
k=1

eαbk
n∏
i=1

uαaiki ≤ 1. (21)

For the special case α = 1, SMA functions reduce to posynomials in convex
form (see Equation (6)). That is, the constraint ŷ ≥ fsma(x;α = 1) corresponds
to a posynomial constraint on (u, w),

1
w

K∑
k=1

ebk
n∏
i=1

uaiki ≤ 1. (22)

While the distinction between (21) and (22) appears subtle, it has important
implications for GP modeling. In particular, in existing literature, posynomial

4 Equation (20) can also be interpreted as a generalized posynomial [4,14] constraint on

w, w =
(∑K

k=1 e
αbk

∏n
i=1 u

αaik
i

) 1
α

.
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fitting often refers to fitting functions of the form ŵ = g(u), which corresponds
to searching for softmax-affine functions, but with the restriction α = 1. Better
fits can be obtained by searching for functions of a more expressive posynomial
form ŵα = g(u).

The softmax-affine function class includes posynomial functions as a spe-
cial case (α = 1), and max-affine functions as a limiting case (α → +∞).
Softmax-affine functions thereby unify max-monomial and posynomial fitting,
eliminating the need to search over multiple function classes.

4.1.3 ISMA functions as implicit posynomial functions

Consider the GP log transformation applied to (13). An ISMA fit,

ŷ = fisma(x), (23)

corresponds exactly to an implicit posynomial,

K∑
k=1

eαkbk

wαk

n∏
i=1

uαkaiki = 1, (24)

whose epigraph corresponds to a posynomial constraint on (u, w),

K∑
k=1

eαkbk

wαk

n∏
i=1

uαkaiki ≤ 1. (25)

By allowing a different αk in each monomial term, ISMA functions are even
more expressive than SMA or MA functions.

5 Fitting model parameters

This section addresses the problem of fitting the proposed function classes to
data. Data fitting and nonlinear regression are well-established fields supported
by an extensive literature. Nevertheless, there is value in describing a practical
end-to-end fitting procedure for the specific cases of SMA and ISMA functions.

5.1 Fitting approach overview

Given m data points (xi, yi) ∈ Rn × R, a least squares fitting objective is

minimize
β

m∑
i=1

(f(xi;β)− yi)2 , (26)

where f is an instance of one of the convex function classes already pre-
sented, and β ∈ Rnp is a vector that contains the parameters a, b, and α for
the chosen function class. In general, (26) is a nonlinear least squares prob-
lem, which is non-convex and may have multiple local optima. The quantity
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r(β) = f(X;β)− Y is the vector of residuals, and the goal is to find a set of
parameters β for which r(β)tr(β) is minimized.

Consider some initial set of parameters β0, and corresponding residual
r(β0). For a small change in parameters δ, the new residual is approximately

r(β0 + δ) ≈ r(β0) + Jδ, (27)

where J ∈ Rm×np is ∂f/∂β, the Jacobian of f . This suggests a first-order
approximation of (26), rewritten in terms of the parameter update δ:

minimize
δ

δtJtJδ + 2δtJtr + rtr (28)

subject to δ ∈ ∆,

where ∆ represents a trust region, imposed to keep the approximation (27)
valid. Most popular algorithms for nonlinear least squares alternate between
solving some form of the subproblem (28), and updating β, r, and J for those
steps that achieve an acceptable improvement in residual.

5.2 Parameter update subproblem

This section describes two specific formulations of the subproblem (28).

5.2.1 Gauss-Newton update

Gauss-Newton methods [22] find the δ that minimizes the quadratic objective
(28), but with no trust region bounds. The optimal step is the solution to a
set of linear equations,

JtJδ = −Jtr. (29)

If the computed step does not achieve a satisfactory reduction in residual, a line
search is typically used to refine the step length. The least squares partition
algorithm due to Magnani and Boyd [17] can be viewed as a Gauss-Newton
update for the specific case of max-affine fitting.

5.2.2 Levenberg-Marquardt algorithms

Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithms [18,20,24] are similar to Gauss-Newton
methods, but with trust region bounds on the parameter update. Instead of
constraining δ to lie within the bounds of an explicit trust region, LM algo-
rithms construct the trust region implicitly through a quadratic penalty on δ.
The advantage of this formulation is that the step is simply the solution to a
linear system,

(JtJ + λdiag(JtJ)) δ = −Jtr, (30)

where λ controls the magnitude of the quadratic penalty on δ. Various update
schemes for λ exist; in general λ should be increased when the step fails to
decrease the residual sufficiently, kept constant when the penalty term is not
appreciably affecting the solution, and decreased otherwise.
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5.2.3 Comments on scaling to large problems

From a computational perspective, solving (28) for δ is the dominant cost
in solving a nonlinear least squares problem [1]. The overall cost of fitting
one of the proposed functions to a data set scales as the cost of solving (28),
times the number of iterations needed for convergence, times the number of
random restarts used to avoid poor local optima. The number of iterations
and necessary number of random restarts are user-chosen parameters of the
fitting algorithm for which rigorous bounds are not available.

The computational cost of each LM iteration is comparable to solving a
linear least squares problem involving J, which grows as O(mn2

p) [5]. The
number of parameters np is O(Kn) for all three function classes, thus the
total computational cost of each LM iteration is O(mK2n2).

Although the authors have not attempted to improve upon this scaling,
for large problems better performance may be possible by exploiting sparsity.
In particular, even for the smoothed SMA and ISMA function classes, the
parameters ak, bk of each affine plane typically have relatively little effect on
the function value at many of the data points, which introduces a nearly-sparse
structure in J. The limiting case is the max-affine function class, for which
the fitting problems for each affine plane actually decouple. The Magnani-
Boyd partition algorithm leverages this by solving K independent least squares
problems, each with an average of m/K data points, for a total cost of O(mn2).
Thus iterative methods that can exploit near-sparsity in J may be capable of
significantly reducing the effect of K on overall computational cost, even for
SMA and ISMA functions.

5.3 Jacobians

This section lists the partial derivatives needed to construct Jacobians for all
the convex function classes presented in Section 3. The parameterization in
terms of logα instead of α implicitly constrains α > 0 and results in better
numerical conditioning.

5.3.1 Max-affine functions

The partial derivatives for max-affine functions are defined assuming that there
are no ties in the maximum that defines fma(x) [17]. For a practical imple-
mentation it suffices to break ties arbitrarily.

∂fma
∂bi

=
{

1, i = argmaxk bk + atkx
0, otherwise (31)

∂fma
∂ai

=
{

xt, i = argmaxk bk + atkx
0, otherwise (32)
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5.3.2 Softmax-affine functions

∂fsma
∂bi

=
exp(α(bi + ati x))∑K
k=1 exp(α(bk + atkx))

(33)

∂fsma
∂ai

=
xt · exp(α(bi + ati x))∑K
k=1 exp(α(bk + atkx))

(34)

∂fsma
∂(logα)

=
∑K
k=1(bk + atkx) exp(α(bk + atkx))∑K

k=1 exp(α(bk + atkx))
− fsma (35)

5.3.3 Implicit softmax-affine functions

∂fisma
∂bi

=
αi exp(αi(bi + ati x− fisma))∑K

k=1 αk exp(αk(bk + atkx− fisma))
(36)

∂fisma
∂ai

=
xtαi · exp(αi(bi + ati x− fisma))∑K
k=1 αk exp(αk(bk + atkx− fisma))

(37)

∂fisma
∂(logαi)

=
αi(bi + ati x− fisma) exp(αi(bi + ati x− fisma))∑K

k=1 αk exp(αk(bk + atkx− fisma))
(38)

5.4 Parameter initialization

This section describes suitable initial parameter vectors β0 for each of the
convex function classes. To avoid convergence to a poor local optimum, the
nonlinear least squares problem is randomly initialized multiple times, follow-
ing the flowdown process shown in Figure 4.

5.4.1 Max-affine initialization

The parameter initialization for a max-affine function follows Magnani and
Boyd [17]. They pick K data points {x̄1, x̄2, . . . , x̄K} at random without re-
placement, and partition the data set according to which x̄ is closest (in Eu-
clidean distance, for example). Each partition is then fit locally using least
squares, thereby forming an initial set of max-affine parameters.

In practice, one or more of the randomly-sampled partitions may contain
very few data points, resulting in a singular local fitting problem. In the present
implementation, rank-deficient initial partitions are expanded until all the local
fits become well-posed.

5.4.2 Softmax-affine initialization

Since softmax-affine functions represent max-affine functions in the limit α→
+∞, max-affine functions provide a convenient initialization for SMA fitting.
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βinit
ma β0

ma

β0
sma β1

sma

β0
isma β2

isma

Fig. 4 Parameter initialization flowdown. Each βinit
ma is randomly drawn as described in

Section 5.4.1 and initializes a max-affine fit β0
ma. SMA fits β0

sma and β1
sma are initialized from

βinit
ma and β0

ma as described in Section 5.4.2, and the best fit is chosen. Finally, ISMA fits β0
sma

and β2
sma are initialized from βinit

ma and β1
sma as described in Section 5.4.3. Initializing addi-

tional ISMA fits from β0
ma and β0

sma is sensible, but not done in the present implementation
so that SMA and ISMA comparisons have an equal number of starting points.

In particular, given a max-affine fit βma = (ama,bma), a natural softmax-affine
initialization might be

βsma = (ama,bma, α0 = 100).

Too large an initial α0 will cause the α-derivative (35) to be nearly zero
for all data points. Therefore, a line search over α is implemented to find
an α0 that has non-zero ∂fsma/∂α at some of the data points. This search
manages the tradeoff between a poorly conditioned Jacobian (large α0) and
initial residuals significantly larger than those of the max-affine fit (small α0).

5.4.3 Implicit softmax-affine initialization

Given the parameters βsma = (asma,bsma, αsma) of a SMA fit, a suitable ISMA
initialization is

βisma = (asma,bsma, [αsma, αsma, . . . , αsma]).

Alternatively, one can initialize ISMA fitting directly from a MA fit:

βisma = (ama,bma, [100, 100, ..., 100]).

5.5 Avoiding numerical overflow

Many exp terms appear in both the convex function definitions and their Jaco-
bians. When exponentiated, a modestly large argument can quickly overwhelm
the representation capability of floating point arithmetic. One must therefore
use caution when implementing these equations in software. Two common
situations occur:
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Ratios of sums of exponentials To handle these, note that

ceαp∑N
i=1 e

αpi
=

ceα(p−s)∑N
i=1 e

α(pi−s)
, (39)

i.e. one can simply subtract some s from all the exponents in the numerator
and denominator, such that the largest argument to exp is small - say, 0.

Log sum exp terms To handle these, note that

1
α

log
N∑
i=1

eαpi = s+
1
α

log
N∑
i=1

eα(pi−s), (40)

for some s chosen to keep the maximum exponential small.

6 Numerical examples and comparisons

Throughout this section, RMS error on the residuals, ŷ − y, is defined as

RMS error ≡

√√√√ 1
m

m∑
i=1

(f(xi)− yi)2. (41)

Absolute error on (x, y) is related to relative error on (u, w), since

ŵ − w
w

≈ log
ŵ

w
= ŷ − y. (42)

6.1 Example: local convex fitting of a scalar function

Suppose that the scalar relationship

w(u) =
u2 + 3

(u+ 1)2
, 1 ≤ u ≤ 3, (43)

expresses an important relationship between two variables (u,w) in a GP. Can
this relationship be encoded as a GP-compatible constraint?

Importantly, the expression (u2 + 3)/(u + 1)2 is not log-log-convex for all
u > 0 (a simple log-log plot verifies this). Thus there is no hope of algebraically
manipulating (43) into a posynomial constraint. Nevertheless, (43) is log-log-
convex over the domain of interest, 1 ≤ u ≤ 3. This suggests sampling the
function and fitting one of the proposed convex function classes to the ‘data’.
For this problem a value of K = 2 is used. Figure 5 shows the resulting fits,
with SMA and ISMA functions significantly outperforming MA functions. The
fitted functions are listed in Table 1.
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(a) MA: RMS = 5.24e-3
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(c) ISMA: RMS = 7.48e-6

Fig. 5 Generalized posynomial fitting of the function w = (u2 +3)/(u+1)2 over 1 ≤ u ≤ 3.
The function was sampled at 501 logarithmically-spaced points, which were log-transformed
and fitted with MA, SMA, and ISMA functions, each with K = 2 affine terms. Converting
these functions back to to the original (u,w) space turned them into max-monomial and
posynomial functions.

Table 1 Convex fits for the fitting problem in Section 6.1.

Function class Fitted function RMS log error

MA ŵ = max
(
0.846u−0.12, 0.989u−0.397

)
5.24× 10−3

SMA ŵ3.44 = 0.154u0.584 + 0.847u−2.15 2.30× 10−5

ISMA 1 = 0.0658
u0.958

ŵ3.79
+ 0.934

u−1.22

ŵ2.03
7.48× 10−6

6.2 Performance on randomly-generated convex functions

To test the proposed function classes and fitting algorithms on a wider range
of data sets, a convex function generator was created to produce random in-
stances of convex functions using a stochastic grammar of convexity-preserving
operations and composition rules. This generator was used to produce 20 con-
vex functions R2 → R, and 20 more convex functions R5 → R. For example,
the first R2 → R function drawn was

f1(x1, x2) = max(log(exp(−0.32724x1 + 0.89165x2) + exp(0.44408x1 − 0.91182x2 + ...

max(−0.10307x1 − 2.799x2 + (0.62101x1 − 1.5075x2)2 + 0.2417x1 + ...

0.54935x2 − 0.2298x1 − 0.57922x2 + (0.42162x1 + 1.0877x2)2,

log(exp((0.17694x1 + 3.4663x2)2) + exp(max(log(exp((−0.4385x1 + ...

0.34322x2)2) + exp(max(−0.83768x1 − 1.3075x2, 0.64915x1 − 0.83147x2))),

1.5667x1 + 0.8465x2)))− 0.39754x1 + 0.25429x2))), (1.2951x1 + 2.7681x2)2).

Input data x for each function consisted of 1000 points drawn from a multi-
variate Gaussian with zero mean and identity covariance. For each of the fitting
problems, the fitting process was restarted from 10 random initializations, and
the best fit was chosen. Figure 6 and Tables 2 and 3 report the average fitting
error and time across the 20 randomly-generated fitting problems considered
in R2 and R5 respectively.
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Fig. 6 Average fitting error on the 20 randomly generated functions from Section 6.2,
plotted against the number of terms (left) and against the number of model parameters
(right). SMA and ISMA functions provide a consistent benefit over MA functions. For some
fitting problems, SMA functions can achieve a desired residual with fewer model parameters
than ISMA functions (but not with fewer terms).

Table 2 Fitting error comparison for 20 randomly-generated functions R2 → R. Results
are reported across the 20 fitting problems considered. The code ran on a quad-core Intel
Core i7 CPU at 2.8GHz with 4GB memory.

RMS error as percentage of MA error with K=2 Average fitting time (s)
(worst-case, average, best-case) per random restart

K MA SMA ISMA MA SMA ISMA
2 (100.0, 100.0, 100.0) (93.4, 74.8, 56.0) (93.0, 74.5, 55.8) 0.18 0.28 0.48
3 (77.0, 69.8, 59.1) (24.3, 13.0, 5.4) (24.1, 13.3, 6.9) 0.23 0.36 0.90
4 (53.6, 48.6, 39.3) (17.2, 10.4, 4.9) (10.7, 7.7, 3.7) 0.24 0.55 0.95
5 (42.9, 37.9, 26.7) (10.3, 7.0, 3.5) ( 9.0, 5.5, 3.0) 0.26 0.54 1.10
6 (36.0, 30.6, 22.1) ( 9.0, 6.0, 3.3) ( 7.1, 4.5, 2.7) 0.28 0.53 1.56
7 (29.0, 25.7, 18.9) ( 8.5, 5.2, 2.8) ( 6.4, 3.6, 1.6) 0.29 0.92 1.44
8 (26.0, 22.6, 17.3) ( 7.7, 4.6, 2.4) ( 5.5, 3.1, 1.6) 0.32 0.85 1.27
9 (23.6, 19.7, 16.1) ( 6.4, 4.0, 2.3) ( 5.0, 2.7, 1.5) 0.38 1.12 1.55
10 (19.6, 17.3, 14.0) ( 5.9, 3.6, 2.1) ( 4.3, 2.4, 1.1) 0.38 1.22 1.66

Table 3 Fitting error comparison for 20 randomly-generated functions R5 → R.

RMS error as percentage of MA error with K=2 Average fitting time (s)
(worst-case, average, best-case) per random restart

K MA SMA ISMA MA SMA ISMA
2 (100.0, 100.0, 100.0) (98.3, 90.2, 58.6) (97.6, 89.6, 58.3) 0.54 0.66 1.40
3 (86.2, 80.1, 60.3) (78.2, 61.1, 32.5) (77.5, 60.4, 32.3) 0.52 0.74 2.04
4 (76.9, 66.7, 45.3) (56.9, 41.6, 21.6) (56.2, 40.7, 21.1) 0.62 0.91 2.07
5 (67.6, 58.1, 40.4) (41.8, 29.5, 16.7) (41.1, 28.6, 14.7) 0.86 0.99 1.98
6 (59.6, 51.6, 33.7) (33.6, 21.5, 13.7) (30.2, 19.5, 13.1) 0.86 1.43 2.38
7 (55.5, 46.4, 26.8) (31.9, 19.2, 12.6) (22.7, 15.8, 10.7) 1.15 1.60 2.89
8 (52.1, 41.2, 19.6) (28.6, 17.6, 12.1) (18.7, 13.7, 9.0) 1.23 1.78 3.00
9 (48.3, 38.3, 17.1) (24.1, 15.9, 10.8) (17.0, 12.0, 7.9) 1.38 2.39 4.24
10 (43.7, 35.6, 15.7) (21.8, 14.4, 9.8) (15.8, 11.0, 6.9) 1.56 3.23 5.05
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Table 4 RMS log errors for the circuit design power model in Section 6.3. For K = 2
through K = 4, SMA functions outperformed MA functions by a factor of 2.5 to 44.

K MA SMA ISMA
1 0.0904 0.0904 0.0904
2 0.0229 0.0092 0.0091
3 0.01260 0.00037 0.00034
4 0.00760 0.00017 0.00014

6.3 Example: power modeling for circuit design

Consider a power dissipation model,

P = V 2
dd + 30Vdde

−(Vth−0.06Vdd)/0.039, (44)

which is relevant for GP-based circuit design. This example comes from [6],
and is also studied in [11]. The power relationship (44) is to be modeled as a
posynomial constraint for the domain 1.0 ≤ Vdd ≤ 2.0 and 0.2 ≤ Vth ≤ 0.4.

Starting with 1000 samples of u = (Vdd, Vth), uniformly drawn from the
region of interest, each sample is associated with the corresponding w = P (u).
After applying the log transformation (x, y) = (log u, logw), MA, SMA, and
ISMA functions are fit to the transformed data set. Table 4 gives the resulting
RMS log errors. Of course, any of the resulting fits is easily converted to a
posynomial constraint on Vdd, Vth, and P . For example, the K = 3 SMA fit
corresponds to a posynomial constraint,

P 2.14 ≥ 1.09V 4.27
dd V 0.112

th + 7.79× 10−5V
4.75
dd

V 6.44
th

+ 1.36× 10−7V
8.94
dd

V 8.89
th

, (45)

which is readily substituted directly into any GP.

6.4 Example: profile drag modeling for aircraft design

In aerospace engineering, profile drag on a wing arises due to viscous skin
friction in the boundary layer surrounding the airfoil. For a given airfoil cross
section shape, the profile drag coefficient (cd) depends on Reynolds number
(Re), airfoil thickness ratio (τ), and lift coefficient (cl). No analytical expres-
sion is available for this relationship, but it can be simulated using the viscous
airfoil analysis program XFOIL [9].

The data for this example consists of 3073 samples, ((Re, τ, cl), cd)i, gener-
ated for Re ranging from 106 to 107, τ ranging from 8% to 16%, and cl ranging
from 0.01 to stall. As before, a log transformation, (x, y) = (log(Re, τ, cl), log cd)
is applied. MA, SMA, and ISMA functions are then fitted using LM for a range
of K values.

As shown in Figure 7, for a given number of terms K, an ISMA function
provides the best fit, followed by SMA, and finally by MA. A related interpre-
tation is that the ISMA function class can provide a desired level of maximum
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Fig. 7 Approximating profile drag for symmetric NACA airfoils. Here the data consists
of 3073 samples of profile drag coefficient cd as a function of lift coefficient (cl), Reynolds
number (Re), and airfoil thickness coefficient (τ). Each function class was fit for a range
of K, with implicit softmax-affine functions achieving the best fit. For each K, 20 random
restarts (initializations) were used, and, of these, the best fit achieved was chosen.

RMS error with no more, and often fewer, terms than the best MA fit. Each
of the fitted functions is directly compatible with geometric programming,
and can therefore represent profile drag relations in practical aircraft design
problems [13].

7 Conclusions

This article discusses methods for fitting GP-compatible functions to data.
Specifically, the focus of this work is on fitting special classes of convex func-
tions to logarithmically transformed data. Two convex function classes are in-
troduced: softmax-affine, and implicit softmax-affine. In Section 3, it is shown
that these functions form a hierarchy, with the most general ISMA function
class able to reproduce the other classes of convex functions for special pa-
rameter settings. One can therefore conclude that the best possible ISMA fit
is always at least as good (and often better than) the best possible fit from
the more commonly used max-affine class.

Both of the proposed function classes have parallel interpretations as GP-
compatible posynomial epigraphs. Indeed, the proposed approach unifies max-
affine fitting, max-monomial fitting, and posynomial fitting as special cases of
SMA and ISMA fitting. The most general ISMA function class leverages the
full expressive power of GP, by using an implicit representation corresponding
to a posynomial constraint g([u, w]) ≤ 1.

While the focus of this article is on the form of the function classes and
their connection to GP, the ingredients of a practical fitting algorithm that
can be used to fit these functions to data are also presented.
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